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IKHALA TRUST 

Vision Statement 

Self-reliant, confident and vibrant communities are able to envision and 
catalyse positive change in themselves and their communities 

Mission 

To support community-led initiatives in the Eastern Cape by building 
relationships, enhancing capacity and facilitating access to funds 

Development Goal 

Communities in the Eastern Cape increasingly influence their own 
development and make use of local assets 

Objective One 

Communities are benefitting from improved and expanded services 
from their community-led organisations 

Objective Two 

Community grant makers and other stakeholders participating in 
Ikhala Trust-led research and advocacy processes have adopted a 

strengths-based approach to community grant making and 
development 

 

 

 

“We could learn a lot from crayons.  Some are sharp, some are pretty and some are 

dull.  Some have weird names and all are different colours, but they all have to live in 

the same box” 

William Curry 
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What an eventful year Ikhala Trust has had! Our Annual Report does not 
adequately convey the emotional ups and downs of the year which at times felt like a 
rollercoaster (and mirrored the emotional ups and downs that we experienced as South 
Africans due to dramatic developments and revelations in the political and economic 
sphere).  From a challenging external evaluation outcome, to the successful hosting of the 
International ABCD Imbizo; from the stress of looking for additional donor support, to 
the profound relief of the confirmation of another Mott Foundation grant; from fieldwork 
adventures complete with tyre punctures, to witnessing the joy and hope that our partner 
organisations expressed through their work at the ABCD “Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway’ 
gathering in November - the ‘slings and arrows of outrageous fortune’ really came at us 
in 2018.   

 
The Trust continues to develop and refine its primary activities of supporting 

community-based organisations (CBOs) in the far flung reaches of the Province by 
affirming community assets, and building CBO’s resilience and service delivery 
capabilities, on a journey of accompaniment that allows their natural strengths and ideas 
to organically emerge.  The other aspect of our work, advocating for strengths-based and 
citizen-led approaches to a wider audience of donors, government, educators and other 
stakeholders, developed considerable momentum this year, through the successful 
hosting of the International Imbizo, to the training of 120 social work students on asset-
based approaches at Nelson Mandela University.   

 
We once again welcomed Dr Klaus Piepel, Desk Officer for Misereor, to Port 

Elizabeth, where we engaged in robust discussions regarding the outcomes of our 
external evaluation.  We thank him for his special interest in Ikhala’s work, and for 
challenging us out of our ‘comfort zone’ to really rethink our approach to developing a 
monitoring and evaluation system that allows not only for evidence-based decision 
making, but also gives our grant holders insight into the effectiveness of their own 
strategies and how these can be best communicated to the outside world.     

 
The Trust continued to provide mentoring and financial support to 16 community 

organisations using our tried and tested asset-based methodology and approach, well as 
providing in-kind donations, and capacity building and training opportunities in Asset-
Based Community Development; and Leadership and Governance.   

 
Once again, I would like to express a special word of thanks to the Board of 

Trustees for their sustained and steady commitment and valuable contributions, to our 
donors for their continued support and faith in Ikhala’s work, and of course to the 
Director, staff and associates who tackle all challenges with good humour and optimism, 
taking the many ‘bumps in the road’ in their stride, and navigating the organisation 
through ever more complex, changing and challenging terrain.  

 
Congratulations to Ikhala for celebrating its 15th anniversary in September, and 

we look forward to the 20th! 
 
 Sarah Hugow, Chairperson:  October 2018 
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The Ikhala Trust here presents its Annual Report for the year ending February 2018, 

which is a summary of key events and activities that took place during the period March 2017 to 
February 2018.  The report covers the core activities of grant making and capacity development 
and support; key annual learning events such as the Annual Grantee Conference and Festival as 
well as the International ABCD Imbizo co-hosted in Port Elizabeth by Ikhala Trust in February 
2018;  networking and collaborative activities; and resource mobilisation and organisational 
issues.   

 
It was significant in more ways than one as we celebrated our 15th Anniversary in April 

2017.  No mean feat at a time when many NGOs have fallen on hard times and were forced to 
retrench staff, never easy especially during these tough economic times.  Our 2017 Asset Based 
Community Development Festival held at the Willows Resort and Conference Centre in 
November 2017 with the theme “Feeling the FEAR and doing it ANYWAY” and attended by 61 
participants representing corporates, academia, CBOs and NGOs was a resounding success.    

 
Our dream was to host an International ABCD Festival in our own Friendly City and this 

dream came true when from the 21st – 23rd February 2018, Ikhala Trust played host to 170 
participants from 23 countries at the Willows Resort and Conference Centre.  Words cannot 
describe the effects and impact of this major event that set us on the world stage of 
international ABCD practice. 

 
During June – August 2017 we undertook an External Evaluation which was conducted 

by Ms Penny Ward from Mutengo Consulting and assisted us greatly in clarifying our purpose 
and direction and assisted us in identifying areas of our work that needed attention. 

 
We continued to support our community partners with small grants that enabled them 

to continue to provide much needed support in their communities were they reside. 
 
Being able to demonstrate the impact and effect of our work has become increasingly 

important and challenging at the same time as many of our partners on whom we rely for 
information that can assist us in capturing important data are unable to consistently provide 
this information.  We have had to release some long term partners precisely because despite all 
our efforts they are unable to provide us with the information we require that would make our 
reporting to donors meaningful.  Seems unfair on them but that is the nature of the beast as 
more and more donors are asking for this information to justify their financial support to 
organisations like Ikhala Trust. 

 
We continue to receive in-kind donations from all sources which includes material off-

cuts, clothing, furniture and food-stuff that we are able to in turn donate to the many 
organisations on our database.   

 
On a sad note, the NGO sector was deeply saddened by the sudden death of Mary 

Humphreys, a personal friend, colleague and humanitarian who passed away on the 1st October 
2017.  Mary was the Director the Raphael Centre, Grahamstown and a strong advocate of the 
Asset Based Community Development approach and was instrumental in lobbying for support 
from her Board of Trustees, Staff and Volunteers to shift from a needs based to an asset based 
approach.  We had great plans and were looking forward to continuing our work with the 
Centre.  Anne Loeffler is now the new Manager and we will continue to support the Raphael 
Centre. 
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A sincere and deep appreciation and gratitude to our amazing Trustees, Associates for 
the wisdom, the enthusiasm and support to me as the Director.  As a leader I often feel 
challenged to do what is right and not just the right thing.  

 I can always share openly with my Trustees and do not have to feel that I am alone – 
they always have relevant advice and support for me.  This definitely lightens the load!! 

 
Finally, to our loyal donors for their continued financial support as well as their advice 

and counsel when it is needed – a very BIG THANK YOU!! 
 
 
Bernie  
October 2018 
 
 

 
 
 

Association and social map produced by participants at an ABCD workshop in Despatch 
in May 2018 

 
 

“Live as if you were to die tomorrow.  Learn as if you were to live forever” 
Mahatma Ghandi 
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GRANTS APPROVED  

During this financial period we administered 16 grants which included our Food Security grants 
for seedlings.  The grant sizes ranging from R300.00 – R86 000.00.    The funds for on-granting 
were sourced from Legalwise SA, Desmond Leech Fund, Gladys Niven, Rotary and Freemasons. 

Kwenzekile Community 
Development Centre   Tsolo 

Community 
Development R86 214 

Seki Foundation 
New Brighton, 
Port Elizabeth 

Community 
Development R1 600.00 

Cookhouse Upholstery Cookhouse Income Generating  R1 595.00 

Ikhayalethu (Our home) East London Youth development R7 000.00 

JBay Recycling  Jefferys Bay 
Environment & Youth 
development  R20 000.00 

Mpendulo Savings Jefferys Bay Micro-finance R25 000.00 

J B Farming  Port Elizabeth Food security R4 433.00 

Sisonke Sophumelela  
Zwide, Port 
Elizabeth  

Community 
Development R309.00 

Help the Blind Uitenhage 
Community 
Development R9 271.00 

Sokoyisa Drop-In Centre Grahamstown 
Youth & Income 
Generation R16 946.00 

Somila Comm Dev Association Alice 
Community 
Development  

R20 000.00 
 

    

Ikhaya Loxolo Organisation 
Hobeni Village 
Elliotdale 

Agriculture, Disability 
and Computer Skills 
Training  R10 000.00 

Tarka Development Group Tarkastad 

Community & Enterprise 
Development and Best 
Grantee 2017 

R31 000.00 
R3 000.00 

The Raphael Centre Grahamstown  
Community 
Development & Health R53 053.00 

Emporium Craft  Port Elizabeth Enterprise Development R10 000.00 

Total   R299 421.00 

    
    

Ikhala Trust continues to receive generous donations of second hand clothing, toys, furniture, 
material and books from churches, individuals, corporates and family members which in turn 
are donated to organisations across the Eastern Cape.  These donations are always graciously 
received. 
 
We were able to purchase vegetable seedlings and nutritional products to the value of 
R15 358.00 that was distributed to various community gardens, school nutrition programmes 
and individual households.  These funds were sourced from individuals, Grey High School, 
Westering High School and a small grant from the Desmond Leech Bequest Fund. 
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Through the generous donations of funds we are able to support 3 schools, soup kitchens, 

community gardens and individual households who plant their own vegetables which is used 

for soup ingredients and in some instances are able to sell the excess vegetables and generate 

an income. 

Our approach to capacity building 

 
“Start with what you have:  build with what you know” 

 

Intervention/Activity Number of Organisations  Number of People 

2017-2018 

ABCD  3 ½ day workshops 

51 163 

2017-2018 

ABCD Fundamentals 

1 (Nelson Mandela 

University) 

120 

2017-2018 

ABCD Festival  

22 69 

ABCD Review  10 16 
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Intervention/Activity Number of Organisations  Number of People 

2017-2018 

Fundraising Workshop 

13 57 

2017 – 2018 

Poverty Dialogue 

 85 

2017-2018 

Team Building (PE Mental 

Health) 

1 17 

Every year we host an Annual Grantee Conference and Festival and for the past 3 years the 

Willows Resort and Conference Centre has been our venue of choice and everyone will agree 

with me that there is no better venue for our event than the Willows.  

Challenges facing leaders do not only affect the 

not-for-profit sector but all sectors in society 

and  Fear and do it Anyway” as a way to get 

leaders to confront some of their innermost fears and 

to learn to take more risks and to have the courage to 

admit when they are unable to cope. 

 

In some way the theme emanated from discussions I 

had with leaders in my field of work – everyone was 

feeling the strain and stress of trying to cope with the 

increasing pressure to become financially sustainable 

“a myth that I do not believe is possible for a pure not-

for-profit”  
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On-Site Visits 

 

Despite the workload we try and get out to community partners as often as we can as we are 

aware that they always look forward to seeing us and to share their stories.  These visits 

however have to be much more intentional in the future as we need to ensure that each 

organisation’s capacity gaps are 

addressed or else to make 

recommendations for other service 

providers to assist them.  This includes 

assisting them to set up simple M & E 

system which is identified in our External 

Evaluation, as a weakness and a challenge. 

 

This is Carla Collins on the left, trying to 

change a flat tyre after the two of us had a 

tyre burst on our way between Tarkastad 

and Hofmeyer.  After several attempts we 

had to throw in the towel and call for 

assistance as the rain came pouring down 

and we could just not get the wheel 

spanner to work.   

 

This is all part and parcel of our work in 

the field. 
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Perhaps the most significant event that happened during this period was the ABCD Imbizo held 

in February 2018 at the Willows Resort and Conference Centre.  The Imbizo was attended by 

more than 170 people from 23 different countries.  

 

 

What a richly diverse, vibrant, joyful and colourful 3 day event of some intense discussions 

around Rights and Responsibilities of Citizens, ABCD and Climate Change, stories of community 

driven development from Vietnam, Ethiopia and India amongst many others.  The full Imbizo 

Harvest Report is available on Ikhala Trust’s websites www.ikhala.org.za and www.abcd.org.za. 

http://www.ikhala.org.za/
http://www.abcd.org.za/
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External Evaluation 

Penny Ward, Mutengo Consulting conducted an External Evaluation of Ikhala Trust in June-July 

2017.  This Evaluation formed part of our Grant from Misereor and is a requirement of the 

funding that we receive.  We were more than satisfied with the outcome of the Evaluation which 

involved a number of Community Partners, Trustees, Donors and Associates. 

We have already started implementing some of the recommendations suggested and will 

continue to do so.  The funding landscape is becoming more and more difficult and often 

frustrating as the emphasis is on the effects and impact of the work we do and requires quite 

specialised skill sets in order to comply with donor demands.  This pressure is often transferred 

to the partners we support who do not have the necessary resources and capacity and causes 

tension.  However we are determined to make it as easy as possible on them by offering them 

much more on-site skills transfer and other forms of capacity building to ensure that they 

become effective and efficient in the work they do.  This would mean that they would be able to 

attract other supporters and not only rely on Ikhala Trust.  

THANK YOU TO OUR FUNDERS AND SUPPORTERS 

The CS Mott Foundation; Misereor, Legalwise, the Desmond Leech Bequest Fund and the Gladys 

Niven Trust for the ongoing financial commitment and support to Ikhala Trust that enables us to 

make a meaningful difference in the lives of so many people that we reach. 

 

 
 
 

 
A special thank you goes to Grey High School,  Westering High School and the Desmond Leech 
Bequest Fund for their financial support for the Seedling Bank;  Mrs Nora Puggia (financial 
support for the Nutrition Bank).  During this year we also received a donation from the Rotary 
as well as the Freemasons, two charitable organisations.  Thank you very much.  We appreciate 
donations big and small that enables us to reach many people from far and wide across the 
Eastern Cape and sometimes beyond. 
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Aside from the financial support we receive regular donations of clothing, bedding, furniture 
and materials that we donate to communities around the Eastern Cape. 
 
A special thank you to my colleagues and associates for trusting and believing in the work we 
do at Ikhala Trust – none of our achievements would have been possible without your 
committed support. 
 
 

 
ABCD workshop held in Port Alfred in May 2017 and organised by Sunshine Hospice 

 
 
 
 

“We have the power within but the secret of success is to employ our power and 
talents and be prepared for opportunity when it comes” 

Walter Matthews 
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